Providing toilet solutions for women since 1999, Shewee has become possibly the most well known and trusted Female urination device in the world.

Shewee Limited's trademarks are protected as registered trademarks World Wide, and its images are protected by copyright.

The use or reproduction of any SHEWEE images, designs, trademarks or logos without the written permission of Shewee is prohibited. Consequently, if you undertake in any unauthorised use of the same this may result in civil or criminal actions against you. SHEWEE is 100% committed to enforcing its intellectual property rights against unauthorised users and in particular has a zero tolerance approach towards the sale of counterfeit SHEWEE products.

If you are looking to buy genuine SHEWEE products, we recommend that you visit our eBay Shop - sheweeuk.

SHEWEE’s rights are not restricted to the United Kingdom and are protected in many countries worldwide, especially the US.

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)**

**FOR SELLERS**

Q: Can my auction be terminated or details of my sale items be removed by eBay?

A: Yes. eBay will do this if we notify them that you offer goods which:

(a) display our trademarks without our authorisation

(b) are counterfeit

(c) reproduce images which infringe our copyright

(d) otherwise infringe our rights

Q: Can my auction be terminated if other similar auctions are allowed to continue?

A: We continually monitor auction sites and although an auction site is active it may be infringing our rights.
If we become aware of this, we will take action to have the auction terminated.

Q: Can I use text or images taken from SHEWEE’s website on my eBay site or other website?

A. No. Copying any text or images in full or part, from SHEWEE’s website will infringe our copyright and is an offence.

Q: Can I use SHEWEE in my keywords/Search Terms?

A. No. When providing search terms any use of the word Shewee, She Wee, or any iteration in full or part thereof of these or any of the registered Trademarks of SHEWEE is deemed to be an infringement of our copyright.

Q: Can I resell SHEWEE goods on eBay?

A: Yes. If you have purchased a genuine item from SHEWEE’s stores or website, using only your own images.

Q: Can I infringe SHEWEE’s rights if I was not aware of them?

A: Yes. Ignorance of the law is not a defence. You should make sure that you are aware of your legal obligations to avoid infringing another party’s rights.

FOR BUYERS

Q: Can I tell if items sold on eBay are genuine SHEWEE goods?

A: No. The only way to guarantee that you are purchasing genuine SHEWEE goods is to buy from our eBay store – sheweeuk.

If you purchase from eBay other than sheweeuk and are not happy with the authenticity of your goods, unfortunately SHEWEE cannot replace your goods or give you any compensation.

Q: Can SHEWEE confirm that the goods on eBay are genuine SHEWEE goods?

A: No. We do not verify the authenticity of goods sold on eBay other than through sheweeuk.

If you have any queries about an eBay auction concerning SHEWEE items, you should email SHEWEE’s Brand Protection Team; brand.protection@shewee.com or call +44 15242 41477 and ask for our Brand Protection Team.